
OnWeGo on Behavioural Defaults

The idea that action is always initiated by thought is quite easy to understand and 
accept.
So too is the notion that we always control our thoughts. But that latter belief 
isn’t necessarily true. 

That’s because we grow up with a set of behavioural defaults which cause us to 
think and act in a predisposed or preferred manner.

These defaults, sometimes known as Metaprograms, result from both genetic and 
environmental influence. The precise set of defaults differs from one person to 
another, although similarities do exist allowing us to create “behavourial types.”  .

Your set will feature some defaults that are prominent and will heavily influence 
your thinking, whilst others will be less conspicuous. Some defaults will be 
passive in you and be prominent in other people.  
Dependent on the circumstances or thinking context, some of your defaults will 
be positive and empowering, whilst others could be potentially limiting. 

It’s this empowering or limiting effect on your thinking that makes an 
understanding of your metaprogram profile so valuable.



The Popular Ones

The list of available MetaPrograms is extensive. We look here at the most 
commonly recognised ones as applied in social, learning and work situations.

1. Proactive or Reactive

Active Do you act quickly and feel the need to get on with things? Would you 
rather just do it than hang around thinking about? Do you think that time is of 
the essence and that he who hesitates is lost? Are you a go-getter that makes 
things happen? Do you regard people who analyse and plan as frustrating 
timewasters?

Reactive Do you respond to situations as and when they arise? Do you believe 
you should look before you leap? Is it better to assess the situation, identify the 
pitfalls and plan for success? Do you see yourself as watchful and defensive? Do 
you see active people as impulsive risk takers? 

Proactive/Reactive Do you see yourself with a bias to one but having some 
aspects of the other? Perhaps you are neither one nor the other?

2. Internally Referenced or Externally Referenced

Internal Do you solely use your own judgement when planning and decision 
making? Are you totally confident and self-reliant when deciding what is correct 
and fair?  Is your motivation to succeed driven by pride, self-esteem and ego?

External Do you consult with others when planning and making decisions? Do 
you value feedback and need to know what others think? Do you feel good with 
yourself when you please others? Is the appreciation and praise of others the 
most important criterion of success?

Internal/External Do you see yourself with a bias to one but having some 
aspects of the other? Perhaps you are neither one nor the other?

3. Towards or Away From

Towards Are you motivated to take action and make decisions by the end prize? 
Is it achieving the outcome and enjoying its rewards that really matters to you?
Will you be inspired and excited by the prospect of growing, of adding value, of 
moving ahead in some way or other?

Away From Are you motivated to take action or make decisions that remedy 
situations? Is it sorting out the downsides that really matters to you? Will you be 
inspired and excited by the prospect of solving problems, eliminating waste, of 
avoiding unpleasantness or difficulty? 

Towards/Away From Do you see yourself with a bias to one but having some 
aspects of the other? Perhaps you are neither one nor the other?



4. General or Detail

General When considering situations are you happier when dealing with the big 
picture? Do you feel more comfortable working on broad strategy with a grasp of 
the key issues? Is it more important to you to know the overall purpose of 
something rather than understand how it works? Do you get bored by detail and 
feel frustrated by people who seem to get bogged down with minutiae? 

Detail When considering situations are you happier when getting into the detail? 
Do you feel more suited to working on tactics and being certain they are 
practical? Is it more important to you to understand how something works and 
know that it’s fit for purpose? Do you feel annoyed by people who try to hurry 
decisions without giving due consideration to the detail? 

General/Detail Do you see yourself with a bias to one but having some aspects 
of the other? Perhaps you are neither one nor the other?

5. Options or Procedure

Options When tackling a task or project are you happiest and at your best when 
you consider lots of options? Do you prefer solving problems by brainstorming 
solutions, by being imaginative and thinking outside the box? Do you welcome 
change and variety? Do you find people who follow traditional thinking patterns 
frustrating and obstructive?

Procedure When tackling a task or project are you happiest and at your best 
when following a proven, tried and tested process? Do you prefer solving 
problems in an analytical “flow chart” manner abiding by the rules and standards. 
Do you regard “blue sky” thinkers as superficial in their approach?

Options/Procedure Do you see yourself with a bias to one but having some 
aspects of the other? Perhaps you are neither one nor the other?

6. Sameness or Difference

Same When you work with change do you look for similarity, familiarity and 
common denominators between old and new? Are you happier and more 
reassured about change when you find much is the same? Are you a great 
advocate of “if it’s not broke don’t fix it!” Do you regard passionate advocates of 
change as affected radicals?

Difference When you work with change do you look for difference, originality, 
and radical advances between old and new? Are you happier and more satisfied 
when change is significant and creates a major shift? Are you a great advocate of 
the “Change or die!” maxim? Do you regard opponents of change as 
traditionalists and Luddites?

Same/Difference Do you see yourself with a bias to one but having some 
aspects of the other? Perhaps you are neither one nor the other?



Recognizing your own Defaults and Profile

As you studied the descriptions you would have formed an impression of which 
defaults are prominent. To add some degree of measure and comparison try 
applying a percentage weighting.

For example as you consider Proactive or Reactive and weigh things up do you 
see yourself as 100% Proactive? Could be that you’re 30% Proactive & 70% 
Reactive? Maybe the answer comes out at 50% & 50%, or in other words not one 
or the other.

You could identify your prominent defaults as say those weighing in at 70% +.

You can then connect these together to see what overall profile you come up 
with. For example you could emerge as a “highly proactive and externally 
referenced, away from person. Somebody destined to mobilize others to sort out 
the world’s problems perhaps.

This simple self-assessment is not scientific or statistically sound of course, and 
proprietary profiling models will give you that level of result, but this exercise will 
encourage you to step outside of yourself and look back in. 

With even a rough guide to your behavioural defaults you will be better equipped 
to take greater control of your life. 

 To exploit the empowering defaults and so play to your strengths.
 To be alert to and counter the limiting ones and so offset your 

weaknesses.
 To enhance your life with new aims, ambitions and pursuits which align 

themselves with your natural behavioural defaults.

For more information on Mind Fitness visit www.onwego.co.uk and browse the various 
links in our library.

www.onwego.co.uk

